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PART 1
Introduction.
The purpose of this report is to develop and provide support for recommendations
for state regulations and city and county ordinances to address the “brightness” of
digital advertising signs, both on-‐ and off-‐premise. The report consists of two parts.
Part 1 provides background and support information, including: definitions of key
terms, differences in measurement approaches and why one is considered by
experts to be more appropriate than the other, luminance levels of existing digital
and traditional signs in Washoe County and the cities of Reno and Sparks, other
issues of relevance that should be addressed in an ordinance, and references cited in
support of the discussion. Part 2 provides proposed ordinance language based on
the information provided in Part 1. This work was performed at the request of
Scenic Nevada, which had no role in the performance of the project other than
providing maps of sign locations for our site visit.

Background.
As digital technology becomes more widespread for use in advertising signs, the
public’s reaction, when offered spontaneously or surveyed objectively, is most
negative regarding the frequency with which the message changes (known as dwell
time in the industry), and the perceived brightness of these signs1. This document
addresses only the latter issue.
The words “bright” or “brightness” are commonly used to describe the visibility of
an object. We may say: the sun is very bright today, or, that light (or sign, or painted
surface, etc.) is too bright for my taste. But “brightness” is not a term of science, and
cannot be measured objectively. When discussing the “brightness” of objects,
lighting and visibility experts use the terms luminance and illuminance, with the
former generally agreed to represent scientifically, that which is commonly called
brightness. Unfortunately for the layperson, these two terms, which appear so
similar, actually refer to very different characteristics of light and its measurement.
Before we can develop and define appropriate language for an ordinance to regulate
the brightness of outdoor advertising signs (especially at night), we must define
these terms, understand how different they are and explore why there is not
unanimity among experts as to the most appropriate measurement for use in a
given circumstance. We must then defend our choice with evidence-‐based
documentation, and demonstrate how the measure should be used in the
development and implementation of the lighting section of a sign code.
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Key Terms and Definitions.
Many experts have developed definitions of the terms luminance and illuminance in
language meant to be understood by laypersons. In this section we will provide such
definitions and place them into a meaningful context.

Luminance.
Lewin, in a report prepared for the Outdoor Advertising Association of America2,
defines luminance as follows:
Also known as photometric brightness, this is the “brightness” of the
billboard as seen from a particular angle of view. It is measured in candelas
per sq. meter, also termed “nits.”
While this is technically correct, it is not sufficient to assist a layperson in a full
understanding of the term or how it is applied to signage. More communicative,
albeit simplistic, definitions have been provided by others. For example, Clarion
Associates and Clanton Associates3 offer the following definition:
Luminance (is a) measurement of the brightness of the sign face.
And an Illinois organization known as IROL4 states:
Luminance is a measure of the perceived brightness of a surface.
Most clearly, Garvey, et al,19 working on behalf of the on-‐premise sign industry,
describe luminance as:
The photometric that most closely depicts the psychological experience of
“brightness.” Luminance can refer to either the light that is emitted by or
reflected from a surface, and is an expression of luminous intensity (cd) over
an extended area (m2). Like luminous intensity, a source’s luminance is
constant regardless of distance (italics added). (p. 3).
The bottom line is that luminance refers to the amount of light that is coming from
the sign. This may be light reflected off the sign by the sun in daylight and by
floodlights at night (in case of a traditional static billboard), or light that is actually
emitted by the sign itself (in the case of a digital sign). Regardless of whether the
light is reflected or emitted, luminance is measured in units called candela per
square meter, written as cd/m2. Luminance is often unofficially called nits. In
measurement, 1 nit = 1 cd/m2. In the literature, lighting professionals will typically
use the term cd/m2 and laypersons will use nits. But they are equivalent. The
instrument used to measure luminance is simply called a luminance meter or
photometer. (The outdoor advertising industry calls it a “nit gun"). When we think
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of how the human eye and brain perceive “brightness,” it is the measure of
luminance that quantifies this perception.

Illuminance.
Illuminance, conversely, is the measurement of light landing or falling on, a surface.
For billboards (digital or traditional) the “surface” of interest is the eye of the driver
(or pedestrian). The terms typically used to describe illuminance are footcandles (fc)
or lux (lx). The instrument used to measure illuminance is called a lux meter.

Reflected Light vs. Emitted Light (Traditional Signs vs. Electronic Signs).
Perhaps the most straightforward way to understand how digital signs differ from
conventional or traditional signs is to study how they provide sufficient light for
motorists to be able to read their message.
A traditional sign uses printed characters on a white (or other colored) background.
The background may be the actual side of a building, or paper or vinyl sheeting
attached to a sign surface. This same technology has been used for hundreds of
years to print books, magazines, newspapers, and posters. These signs provide no
light of their own. They can only be seen (and, therefore, read) by the light that
shines onto, and reflects off, their surface. Traditional outdoor signs use the light
from the sun and the sky to provide this reflection during daylight hours. At night, in
order to be seen, these signs are commonly equipped with a number (typically 2-‐4)
of powerful floodlights that shine onto the sign from above or below, providing
sufficient reflectance so that they can be read. If you take a traditional book with you
to the beach, you might find it so bright, and so reflective, that it is difficult to read
without sunglasses, or without moving under the shade of an umbrella. Conversely,
to read the same book at night, you need to have a reading light of some sort to
provide sufficient reflectance (called luminous contrast) to be able to read it.
Traditional signs work the same way.
But a digital sign is totally different. It generates its own internal source of light, and
emits that light to make its message visible and readable. Today, digital devices of all
types are in our lives everyday – televisions, mobile phones, computers, tablets, and
e-‐readers. The vast majority of these digital devices are made readable by emitting
light from within. The more light they emit, the brighter their display appears. In
many ways, this technology leads to the opposite readability situation from
traditional signs. In contrast to a traditional book or newspaper, which may be too
bright or reflective to comfortably read under direct sunlight, an electronic book (or
computer, cell phone, or digital advertising sign) must be turned on, and turned up
to high power/brightness levels in order to be visible and readable in bright
sunlight. If you take your e-‐reader to the beach, and don’t power it up high – you will
be staring at a blank screen. Conversely, when indoors, or at night, where a
5

traditional book can’t be read without supplemental (external) light, the digital
version of that book needs only low power from its internal light source to be
readable – and, if the digital book is turned up too high, it may be difficult to read
because it is so bright and causes glare to the human reader. The same is true for
digital signs.
This is summarized in the table below:

Type of Device
Traditional book,
magazine, newspaper
Traditional billboard or
on-‐premise sign
Digital book, magazine,
newspaper, cell phone,
computer, tablet, e-‐
reader
Digital billboard or on-‐
premise sign

Type of lighting required for
reading in daylight

Type of lighting
required for reading
indoors or at night

Light reflected off the page by
the sun or sky

Separate reading light

Light reflected off the sign by
the sun or sky
Emitted light from the device
itself – with high power for
bright conditions

Floodlights mounted on
the sign structure
Emitted light from the
device itself-‐ dialed
down to reduce
brightness and glare
Emitted light from the
device itself-‐ dialed
down to reduce
brightness and glare

Emitted light from the device
itself – with high power for
bright conditions

Measuring Luminance and Illuminance
As reflects their different technologies, luminance and illuminance are measured
differently. In the case of digital billboards, this measurement difference divides the
billboard industry (which recommends illuminance) from researchers and the
academic community (which recommends luminance). Further, whereas those State
and local Departments of Transportation that consult with the billboard industry
favor the use of illuminance, whereas those Departments (and the research arm of
the Federal Highway Administration) that have developed standards based on
empirical research favor the use of luminance.

Measuring Luminance.
To understand luminance and how it is measured, pretend that our digital sign is
like a flashlight shining its beam toward us within a dark room. If we want to
measure the luminance of the flashlight, i.e. how much light it is emitting, or how
6

“bright” it is, we use a photometer that we aim directly at the flashlight. The
photometer acts something like a high performance digital camera with a telephoto
lens. The operator points the meter at the flashlight, looks through the viewfinder,
and pulls the trigger to capture an instantaneous reading. Within the viewfinder
there is a small circle in the center of the field of view that is superimposed on the
scene being viewed. This circle represents the area of light that the meter will
measure. (It is typically 1° or less). As long as this central circle “captures” light only
from the flashlight beam and not the surrounding dark room, the meter will provide
an accurate reading of the flashlight’s luminance. It does not matter how far away
the meter is, or from what angle the reading is made – the only requirement that
must be satisfied is that the central circle (the “acceptance” angle of the meter)
reads only the flashlight beam and nothing beyond it. The reading provided will be
specified in candela per square meter, or cd/m2.

Figure 1 – A Typical Photometer
(Shown reading 113.4 cd/m2)
When applying this technique to the measurement of luminance of digital billboards
or digital on-‐premise signs, the photometer is the same; we simply substitute the
digital sign for the flashlight. And, instead of the dark room, we take our
measurement in whatever outdoor setting the sign is located. In this “real world”
setting, it does not matter how large or small the sign is, how high off the ground or
how far from the roadway it is located, or whether it is viewed against a bright
7

urban or dark rural background. As long as our photometer’s sensor reads only the
sign (or a selected portion of the sign – see below) of interest, all we need to do is
point our photometer at the sign and read the resultant luminance value on the
meter. We may think of the photometer like a telephoto lens in photography – it
reaches out to capture small objects (in this case, light emitting diodes, or LEDs) in
the distance. In short, it captures the light being emitted by or projected from, the
sign itself.
Of course, in the real world, digital signs often present images with several colors
simultaneously. In addition, such signs change their display, and consequently their
colors, every several seconds (or minutes). And, for a given amount of power that is
applied to the sign, certain colors will appear brighter (i.e. produce higher
luminance) than others. Typically, colors such as white, yellow, and orange will
appear brighter than colors such as red, blue, or green. Thus, if we want to know
what the “average” or “overall” luminance of a digital sign is at any given moment,
and if our photometer has a small sensor size, we will either need to take separate
meter readings of each area of color and then find their average, or else move
sufficiently far away from the sign that our photometer captures the luminance of
the multiple areas of color all at the same time.
On the other hand, if our goal is to identify how bright the sign can possibly be –
something we would want to know if we are developing a guideline, ordinance or
regulation that identifies a maximum allowable luminance, then we need to measure
the luminance with the sign set at its maximum power, and we need to read a white
area of the display with our photometer. (Note that, unlike the measure of
illuminance, it is not necessary to have the entire sign display white. As long as any
portion is white, we can use the photometer to measure only that portion).

Measuring Illuminance.
Let us now take the same example of the flashlight in the dark room. To measure its
illuminance we will use an illuminance meter (typically called a footcandle (or fc) or
lux (lx) meter, and we will measure the brightness of the flashlight’s beam when that
light is aimed onto a surface. In our measurement case, that surface is the meter
itself, as it will substitute for the eye of a motorist or other road user. Moving out to
the real world from the flashlight example, we will find that our fc meter is like a
camera with a wide-‐angle lens, measuring light from a wide variety of sources,
angles and distances simultaneously. It gives us a big picture view, but because it
has no viewfinder, we cannot know exactly what we are measuring. The front (the
sensor) of a footcandle meter looks like a Ping-‐Pong ball that has been sliced in half.
The white, translucent, half-‐sphere that forms the sensor captures light from
everything in front of it. Moving the meter in any direction (up/down, left/right,
nearer/farther) will change the measurement because every such movement causes
the meter to capture more or fewer light sources, and because the meter has gotten
closer to some and farther from others, etc.
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Because the fc meter captures light from everything in the scene in front of it, it is
not possible, using the illuminance method, to measure the brightness of the
billboard alone; we can only measure it within the context of every other source of
light in the surrounding environment. This raises several concerns, discussed
further in the next section of this report.

Figure 2: Two Typical Illuminance Meters
Each displays a reading in Lux (lx)
(Note the white “dome” that collects light, and the lack of a viewfinder)

Pros and Cons of Measuring Luminance vs. Illuminance.
Expert opinion about whether to use luminance or illuminance to develop standards
for digital billboard brightness is divided. There are two different schools of thought
on the subject. The billboard industry, their contractors, and those Government
agencies that have accepted industry arguments, believe in measuring illuminance.
Universities, independent research institutions, and Governmental organizations
whose codes and ordinances were based on empirical research, favor using
luminance. It is interesting to note that the Federal Highway Administration has
taken no official position on this issue, although it uses luminance in its own
research5.
The key issues in this debate are discussed below.
Equipment Cost.
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Advocates of the use of Illuminance explain that the differences in cost between
luminance and illuminance meters are dramatic. It is true that a good luminance
meter may cost $3000, whereas illuminance meters can be purchased for 10% of
that price. This is, however, a misleading comparison, for several reasons, including:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Labor (usage) costs are higher with illuminance meters because more time
must be spent on site, since measurements must be taken with each sign fully
lit as well as turned off.
If the procedure recommended by the Outdoor Advertising Association of
America (OAAA) is used (see footnote below), then two persons are needed
when using an illuminance meter, whereas a luminance measurement can be
completed by a single individual.
Specialized equipment, such as a bucket truck, may be required to measure
illuminance because meter readings must be taken from precisely specified
distances, and there may be no accessible or safe locations at which the crew
needs to stand on or near the roadway surface.
Since such meter readings need not be taken frequently, it is possible for the
responsible agency to rent a meter only for the time needed, thus eliminating
purchase costs for a luminance meter.
It is possible for an agency to own only a single luminance meter, and to
make it available to all departments as needed; or multiple agencies can
share the same meter as required.
A system that has worked well in other Government applications could work
well here. Simply put, as part of a sign permit application process, the sign
owner or operator would certify to the cognizant Government agency that
the sign in question complies with all luminance (or illuminance)
requirements. This removes the requirement that the Agency field check all
signs for compliance. On a complaint-‐driven basis, the Agency may perform
such field tests with a rented or borrowed meter.

Calibration.
If Government agencies are to impose enforceable regulations on digital sign
brightness, it is important that the equipment used to measure such brightness
levels for compliance provides readings that are valid and reliable. With
photometers, this assurance is predicated on the use of periodic, third party
calibration and certification. Inexpensive illuminance meters are unlikely to offer a
guarantee of the precision of their meter readings sufficient to support such
calibration/certification.
Luminance meters, which are generally more expensive than illuminance meters,
are typically calibrated at the factory and sold with documentation of their
precision, and thus are amenable to such periodic recalibration. It is suggested that
a Government agency investigate, in advance, the feasibility of calibration for any
meter that might be considered for use (including rental equipment).
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Procedures that must be followed in the Field.
There are large differences between luminance and illuminance measurements that
must be followed when preparing for, and making, field measurements. These are
outlined below.
Meter Placement.
Luminance. To take a luminance reading of a billboard or on-‐premise sign, the
individual performing the measurement simply aims the meter at the sign, being
sure that the central reading circle in the meter’s viewfinder covers only the area of
the sign that is of interest. The meter can be used at any safe and convenient
distance from the sign, at any height, and at any angle to the sign.
Illuminance. According to Lewin, who developed this approach on behalf of the
OAAA, and which the OAAA and many of its member billboard companies now
endorse, the illuminance meter must be placed at a precise distance from the sign
being measured, a distance determined by the size of the sign, and this same
distance must be used when measuring any and all signs of a given size. According
to Lewin, the following meter placement distances are reqired2:
Billboard Size (ft.)
11x22
10.5x36
14x48
20x60

Meter Reading Distance (ft.)
150
200
250
350

Lewin further notes that these measurements are to be taken with the meter facing
the sign perpendicularly, and held five feet (5’) above grade. This selected elevation
value was chosen because it represents “approximately eye level.” Although this
may represent the eye height of a standing person, the assumed eye height of the
average driver (as determined by regulatory and standards setting bodies, is 3.5
feet).
There are many instances where it would be impossible for an individual to use an
illuminance meter at the height and distance specified by Lewin and the OAAA, thus
rendering this method infeasible in such circumstances. Figure 3 shows an urban
digital billboard in a not atypical setting (on a tall pole so that the sign is at eye level
of drivers on an elevated roadway) where illuminance measurements following the
recommended practice could not be made.
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Figure 3. A Digital Billboard in a Major North American City

Time of Day for Brightness Measurement.
Luminance. The luminance meter reading can be made at any time of day or night,
although nighttime readings are recommended to ensure that they represent actual
sign output.
Illuminance. Nighttime readings are required, and are further constrained by the
operating hours of nearby businesses and street and highway lighting. Because
meter readings must be taken with the billboard off, and again at its maximum
bright white setting, the illuminance that can be attributed to the billboard can only
be calculated by subtracting the meter reading with the billboard off from that with
the billboard on as described above. Thus, it is critical that environmental lighting in
the vicinity of the billboard (street lights, lights from other nearby businesses or
billboards, window lights from commercial or residential structures, etc.) be on for
both meter readings. Accordingly, the two readings must be taken in close temporal
proximity, and it must be assured that such nearby lighting does not differ between
the two readings. (It should be noted that sky brightness and moon conditions must
also remain the same for each of the two readings).
Recently the OAAA proposed an illuminance-‐based measurement method that, it
said, would not require the billboard to be turned off6. Simply stated, the OAAA
suggested that: “A helper should position themselves (sic) about 7’ to 10’ in front of
the light meter and hold up an opaque black sheet of material that is roughly 12”
high by 40” wide. … The sheet should be positioned so it blocks all light from the
digital billboard but still allows the remaining ambient light to register on the foot
candle meter.” Unfortunately, this recommendation demonstrates a lack of
12

understanding about how illuminance is measured or the difficulties of making such
measurements in the field. Three examples illustrate our concern with this OAAA
recommendation. First, since, as discussed above, there is no viewfinder on the
typical illuminance meter, there is no way for the meter reading personnel to know
where to position the black sheet. Second, if, as is likely, there are other light sources
(street lights, other signs, traffic signals, etc.) in close proximity to the digital
billboard being measured, then holding the black sheet such that it blocks the light
emitted from the billboard will also block the light from these other sources, thus
rendering the entire measurement erroneous. In addition, since the half-‐dome
photocell accepts light from every direction regardless of source or intensity, it is
highly likely that placement of the black sheet will also block some such sources,
including those not near the billboard being measured but nonetheless important
for the overall ambient measurement; this too will cause an erroneous reading.
Third, as Lewin has suggested, and the OAAA has accepted, the meter must be
placed at different distances depending upon the sign of the billboard being
measured. Thus, it would be necessary for the black cloth to change in size and/or
distance as well, yet OAAA proposes a single size and distance. It is also noted that
there seems to be no recognition or endorsement by Dr. Lewin of the proposed
OAAA approach.
Even if the OAAA’s method could work, it requires the participation of a second
person, thus increasing costs to the agency performing the measurement.
It is interesting to note that the on-‐premise sign industry, represented by the United
States Sign Council (USSC) disagrees with the OAAA regarding such measurement13.
The USSC endorses the luminance measurement methodology recommended by the
experts cited above. In its “Model On-‐Premise Sign Code,” USSC states:
The USSC standard for the measurement of on-‐premise sign illumination is
Luminance. Luminance measures light output at its source, does not vary
with ambient light conditions, and further can be objectively measured both
during the sign fabrication process and after installation in the field to ensure
adherence to the illumination requirements of this model (p. 3).
The USSC report continues:
This Model Code strongly recommends that other light measurement
methods be avoided in regard to on-‐premise signs (for instance, an
illuminance standard, or including ambient lighting conditions as a part of a
complicated formula), because these methods do not account for true sign
brightness which, in regard to traffic safety, is the primary determinant as to
whether a sign is visible and legible to the motorist (p. 49).
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Converting Illuminance to Luminance.
Ironically, after explaining the benefits of measuring illuminance, Lewin ultimately
recommends the conversion of the obtained illuminance readings into luminance
values, thus begging the question of why the far simpler and more direct method of
measuring luminance was not followed in the first place. In a section of his report2
titled “Allowable Average Luminance and Billboard Size,” Lewin states: “For any
given billboard size, formula 1 can be used to compute the allowable average
luminance (note that he does not refer to allowable maximum luminance, which is
the proper purview of an ordinance) by incorporating the suggested distance value
from Table 2. The results for the standard dimension billboards are provided in
Table 3.” We have reproduced his table below:
Billboard
Dimensions (ft.)
11x22
10.5x36
14x48
20x60

Distance
(ft.)
150
200
250
350

Luminance
(cd/m2)
300
342
300
330

As will be seen below, we consider these luminance values to be 2-‐3 times greater
than necessary for maximum luminance needs (and recall that Lewin’s values
represent average luminance values). Nonetheless, it is interesting that Lewin’s
elaborate and difficult to employ methods ultimately lead to luminance, not
illuminance, recommendations.

Setting a Standard for Limits on Brightness– What Criteria
Should be Used?
It goes without saying that digital signs should operate with sufficient luminous
intensity both during the day and at night that they can be comfortably seen and
easily read by approaching motorists and other road users. Reasonable luminance
values associated with this legibility criterion are well understood based on
extensive research, and are discussed below.
There are, however, other criteria that might reasonably be employed in any
consideration of roadside digital signage brightness, and the proper criterion to use
must be determined by the Agency’s objective for setting limits.
For example, astronomers and environmentalists are concerned about the darkness
of the night sky, and the possible adverse effects of billboard brightness on this
objective. This phenomenon is known as “light trespass.” This term refers basically
to the light of a digital sign that spreads beyond the sign itself, and brightens what
14

would otherwise be a dark sky. Closely related to this criterion is the spread of light
from a sign into the windows of nearby buildings, particularly residences. This is
also a form of light trespass, but the concern here is primarily with horizontal
trespass, whereas dark sky concerns reflect vertical trespass. It is interesting to note
that Lewin’s methodology and his resultant recommendations are, in fact, based on
a standard for light trespass rather than a standard relevant to roadways and
driving2,4 . Although the use of a light trespass standard is of interest to dark sky
advocates and to those concerned about light and glare from billboards entering
residential windows at night, it is the wrong standard to use when developing
brightness criteria for signs to be viewed by road users. The standard that Lewin
applied was based essentially on a Technical Memorandum from the Illuminating
Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) titled: “Light Trespass: Research,
Results and Recommendations”15. But, as Luginbuhl points out, the IESNA already
had in place a standard that was directly applicable to billboards, titled:
“Recommended Luminances for Poster Panels, Painted Bulletins, and Other
Advertising Signs”16 and this standard recommended illuminance levels for
billboards that are “consistent with luminances of 45-‐111 nits.” Conversely,
following the standard cited by Lewin, billboards could reasonably be expected to
achieve luminance levels of 300-‐350 nits, a level some 3-‐6 times higher than is
necessary or desirable for roadside advertising signs.
Of all of the complaints that motorists express about digital signs, excessive sign
brightness is one of the two issues that cause the greatest concern1. (The other is the
distracting nature of a rapid change of message, but that is outside the scope of this
paper). Interestingly, and of direct relevance to the brightness issue, this level of
motorist annoyance with digital signs does not extend to traditional fixed billboards.
Traditional signs, illuminated at night by one or more floodlights, have never to our
knowledge been the subject of motorist complaints, and yet such signs are highly
readable, even at highway speeds. In short, as discussed below, motorist complaints
about digital billboard brightness levels stems not from the technology used, but
rather for the simple reason that digital billboards (and many on-‐premise signs) are
typically set at luminance levels that are far too high at night – and these excessive
levels not only cause driver discomfort, but also make the billboards more difficult
to read, an issue that, at first, seems to be counterintuitive.
Given the primary concern for driver and traffic safety, we must address the
potential consequences of light emitted from the sign that can cause several adverse
impacts on road user behavior and performance. Excess sign luminance can lead to
any (or all) of the following impacts:
•

Beyond certain luminance levels, brighter signs become more difficult to see
and to read, thus defeating the advertiser’s specific purpose (if the motorist
chooses to ignore the sign), or contributing to potentially dangerous levels of
distraction (if the motorist expends greater time and effort to read it).
Although it might seem counterintuitive that brighter is not necessarily
better, this has been demonstrated over decades of research, conducted
15

primarily to ensure optimum legibility of official highway signs7,8.
•

Signs that are substantially brighter than other objects in the driver’s field of
view tend to attract the driver’s gaze at the expense of, not only other
advertising signs that may be within view, but every other object in the field
of view including objects critical to safe driving such as traffic signals, and the
taillights, turn signals, or brake lights of other vehicles.

•

Signs that are excessively bright can cause “discomfort glare” or “disability
glare,” terms of science that describe a person’s resultant temporary inability
to recognize and respond to important objects in the field of view.

As described by Allen, et al14, nearly 50 years ago, “… the data suggested that high-‐
luminance signs can change the adaptation level of the eye (or the pupil size, or
both). This finding suggests that the driver’s vision would be impaired for other
tasks requiring dark adaptation. It seems unwise to install unnecessarily bright
signs that are unpleasant to the driver and may impair his vision” (p. 33).
Of course, more recent research has also addressed this question. For example:
•

The State of Queensland, Australia, in promulgating its outdoor advertising
regulations, stated: “Research has indicated that brightness from illuminated
Advertising Devices directed at road traffic should be minimized under all
conditions” (p. D-‐2)17.

•

Austroads, the Association of Australian and New Zealand Road Transport
and Traffic Authorities, in a comprehensive recent study,18 stated: “Signs that
have luminance levels that are high relative to other objects in the
environment are likely to gain preferential attention and be particularly good
at capturing attention when they change. As a result, digital signs should
have luminance levels no greater than any other sign and preferably lower
than non-‐changeable signs” (p. 18).

•

Clarion Associates and Clanton Associates3, reviewed “national studies by the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and a review of recent EAS (the
city of Pittsburgh’s term for digital billboards) ordinances in other
communities.” As a result, they recommended that the city adopt a
“day/night brightness restriction of 1000 nits/100 nits maximum from any
element on the sign” (p. 6).

•

These same authors cited a FHWA study “of the potential safety impacts of
electronic billboards” which concluded that: “a brightness of 30 nits was
sufficient to view the message on an electronic billboard at 650 feet at night
and 1000 nits was sufficient during the day” (p. 13).
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•

Luginbuhl, et al7 performed a review of Lewin’s work, measured brightness
levels of existing billboards in Arizona, and examined IESNA (Illuminating
Engineering Society of North America Standards), and reached the following
conclusions: “Unlike previous technologies, these signs (digital LED
billboards) are designed to produce lighting levels that are visible during the
daytime; should too large a fraction of this brightness be used at night,
serious consequences for driver visibility and safety are possible. A review of
the lighting professional literature indicates that drivers should be subjected
to brightness levels of no greater than 10 to 40 times the brightness level to
which their eyes are adapted for the critical driving task. As roadway lighting
and automobile headlights provide lighting levels of about one nit, this
implies signage should appear no brighter than about 40 nits. Standard
industry practice with previous technologies for floodlit billboards averages
less than 60 nits, and rarely exceeds 100 nits. It is recommended that the
new technologies should not exceed 100 nits.”

•

Carhart4 concluded: “All self-‐luminous outdoor signs should be subject to
surface luminosity limits both during the daytime and nighttime hours.
During the daytime, based on normal daylight illumination, a maximum of
5,000 nits will keep luminous signage balanced with the surrounding
landscape. During the nighttime hours, a luminosity limit of 150 nits will
provide a surface brightness for digital signs which is comparable to the
nighttime signage which is widespread across this nation, and is in line with
the sign illumination level recommendations of the Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America (IESNA). If the nighttime luminance setting and
limit is based on the sign in question being set to a display full white, full
brightness field, a limit as high as 200 nits for this method of calibration and
testing is suitable. Incremental luminance limits between the nighttime limit
and the full sunlight limit may also be specified for overcast or foggy days, or
for dusk; or regulations may require an automatic control of sign luminance
based on the ambient lighting condition, to throttle the sign luminance
between the sunny-‐day and night maximums” (p. 10).

•

Freyssinier, et al8 studied “the preferred luminance of simulated outdoor
signage for legibility and acceptability under nighttime viewing conditions,”
and concluded that sign luminances of no more than 100 cd/m2 were found
to optimize legibility and acceptability, even when competing signs were
present” (p. 6).

•

Bullough and Skinner9 reviewed the IESNA Lighting Handbook that “contains
recommendations for illuminating billboard signs and other large
advertising panels. These recommendations are based on two factors: the
surrounding location (bright versus dark surroundings, as might be found in
urban and rural settings, respectively), and the average reflectance of the
information on the billboard.” The authors state that use of the latter factor is
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impractical, because information on digital billboards is constantly changed,
and a message that is dark in color at one moment could be replaced with
one that is light in color the next. Because these IESNA recommendations are
based on the sign achieving “sufficient conspicuity,” and since the power
supplied to the billboard is unlikely to be changed based on the color of the
message being displayed at any given time, the authors believe that it is
reasonable to expect that “many billboard exterior lighting systems (will)
provide the higher illuminance recommended by IESNA.” Employing an
equation to convert IESNA’s illuminance recommendations to luminance
values, the authors conclude that, for bright surroundings and an all-‐white
sign face with reflectance of 0.8, the upper limit for luminance would be 250
cd/m2, and for dark surroundings, the same all white sign face would have an
upper limit of 130 cd/m2. Reviewing the marketing literature from two
manufacturers, the authors found that one cited the IESNA recommendations
verbatim, whereas the other chose an upper limit roughly mid-‐way between
the two values – the equivalent of 200 cd/m2. The authors suggested that
several caveats should apply to measurement of digital billboard luminance
in the field. These are: (1) Because LED output is related to ambient
temperature (lower temperatures result in higher light output),
measurements should be made at night if maximum luminance levels are
being measured, e.g. for code compliance; (2) for the same reason, digital
signs should be measured when the sign display is mostly white. Two
potential issues that proved to be of no concern were: (1) In all but the
brightest urban environments, ambient light in proximity to the sign being
measured would not add significantly to billboard luminance; and (2) It is
reasonable to expect that the luminance of the sign when measured directly
in front of it is similar to its luminance at the angles from which it is expected
to be seen (and possibly measured) from the roadway.
•

In a study for the United States Sign Council (an organization of the on-‐
premise sign industry), Garvey, et al19 wrote: “Based on a review of the
literature, Sivak and Olson (1983) suggested an optimal nighttime sign
legend luminance of 75 cd/m2 and a minimum of 2.4 cd/m2 for black on light
(negative contrast) signs. With light-‐on-‐dark (positive contrast) signs, Garvey
and Mace (in press) found 30 cd/m2 to provide maximum nighttime legibility
distance (p. 26).

•

The same authors12 developed what they called “model guidelines for
visibility of on-‐premise advertisement signs.” Citing a number of different
sources, the authors reported that, for black characters on a light background
(“negative contrast”) signs, the optimum nighttime legend luminance level
was 75 cd/m2 with a minimum of 2.4 cd/m2, and for light on dark (“positive
contrast”) signs, the maximum legibility distance was achieved at 30 cd/m2.
At the end of their report, in a section in which they specified their visibility
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guidelines, they wrote:
Nighttime Sign Luminance is Between 30 and 75 cd/m2
Nighttime sign luminance refers to message brightness with positive-‐
contrast signs and background brightness with negative contrast signs.
As with daytime internal contrast, and for the same reasons, falling below
or exceeding recommended nighttime luminance values will result in a loss
in legibility distance (italics added).
It is interesting to note, however, that despite the Kuhn, et al work on behalf
of the USSC, the sign council continues to recommend a nighttime maximum
luminance level of 750 cd/m2, a value more than ten times greater than their
own consultants recommended13.

Other Issues for Regulation.
Daytime Luminance Limits.
Whereas traditional outdoor advertising signs obtain their daytime luminance from
natural light from the sun and sky, digital (LED) signs must receive high power in
order to be visible in daylight. Nonetheless, too much power will render such signs
excessively bright, and could cause temporary vision difficulties due to glare. The
sun in daylight is considered to have a brightness of approximately 6500 nits, and
outdoor advertising signs with luminance values in the range of 5000-‐7000 nits are
acceptable. However, there is no need for signs to achieve such luminance levels in
order to be visible and legible to motorists. In our measurements of signs in Washoe
County, we measured one internally illuminated sign with daytime luminance
averaging 1527 cd/m2, and it was highly visible. And researchers at Pennsylvania
State University19, working for the on-‐premise sign industry, reported on an earlier
study that found that “daytime legibility distance continued to improve with
increases in luminance up to 850 cd/m2, after which performance leveled off” (p.
26). Finally, several manufacturers of digital signs promote the fact that their signs
can achieve luminance levels of 11,000 nits or higher, far too bright for even a
cloudless day. Since the power demands and cooling requirements for digital signs
increase with the amount of light that they must produce, there is nothing to be
gained from powering these signs to higher levels than necessary during daylight
hours.

Malfunctions.
All digital signs, particularly those that are controlled remotely and wirelessly, are
at risk for malfunctions or temporary failures that can affect that integrity of the
display. Such malfunctions may be manifested in display segments that appear to
flash or scintillate, and this can increase the risk of driver distraction because of
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excessive brightness, or the flashing appearance of the display. Accordingly, it is
imperative that any malfunctions or failures of any software, hardware, firmware, or
communications component of the display result in a “fail-‐safe” condition – one in
which the display turns off (or fully dark) until the malfunction is repaired.

How Bright are Current Roadside Commercial Signs?
The nighttime luminance of outdoor advertising signs, both on-‐ and off-‐premise, and
both digital and traditional, have been measured by independent experts in Arizona,
New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, California, and Nevada. All such measurements
were made using cd/m2 as the measurement criterion, and all who reported the
equipment used specified the use of a Konica/Minolta LS-‐100 or LS-‐110 digital
luminance photometer. A summary of these measurements is provided here:
•

In Illinois, three traditional billboards averaged 63.3; the range was 46-‐76.

•

In Arizona, 55 traditional billboards averaged 53.3; the range was 6-‐235.

•

In New York, six traditional billboards averaged 123.6; the range was 4-‐240.

•

In New York, four LED billboards averaged 225; the range was 160-‐320.

•

In Washoe County, Nevada, on September 22, 2014, 16 traditional billboards
averaged 59.8; the range was 2.2-‐291.

•

In Washoe County, Nevada, on September 22, 2014, seven LED billboards
averaged 1,291; the range was 107-‐5,390.

•

In Washoe County, Nevada, on October 18, 2014, 11 traditional billboards
averaged 51.1; the range was 2.1-‐240.

•

In Washoe County, Nevada, on October 18, 2014, eight LED billboards
averaged 1,318.2; the range was 44-‐4,440.

•

In Washoe County, Nevada, on October 18, 2014, three fixed, internally
illuminated signs averaged 191.3; the range was 5.3-‐523.

•

In Washoe County, Nevada, during daylight on October 19, 2014, one fixed,
internally illuminated sign measured 1527; the range (depending on cloud
cover) was 1391-‐1776.

•

In Washoe County, Nevada, during daylight on October 19, 2014, one digital
sign averaged 4442.3; the range was 4072-‐4888.
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There are several insights that can be drawn from this array of measurements.
These include:
•

Traditional billboards in Washoe County present luminance values within
the average range of similar signs in other states.

•

None of the traditional billboards measured in Washoe County presented any
visibility or legibility concerns, even though several of these signs had
luminance values below 5 cd/m2.

•

Digital signs in Washoe County, however, exceed similar digital signs in New
York State (the only other jurisdiction in which such measurements have
been taken) by 5-‐6 times.

•

One digital billboard in Washoe County measured only 44 cd/m2. Yet, there
was no difficulty seeing or reading this sign.

•

In both site visits to Washoe County, the digital signs (billboards and on-‐
premise signs) averaged 12-‐13 times the level recommended by the many
experts cited in this report. These signs are no easier to view or read because
of their extreme luminance values, and they risk unsafe levels of driver
distraction, discomfort or disability glare, and unnecessary levels of light
trespass.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The conclusions of this paper are based on a review of the technical and
professional literature in the field, the measurement (our own and others’) of
existing luminance values for outdoor advertising signs in six states, good human
factors practice regarding driver attention and distraction, susceptibility to glare,
and demands of the driving task, and a review of applicable standards documents.
Our conclusions are clear, objective, and defensible, and they are in close accordance
with all other experts except those involved with or employed by the outdoor
advertising industry.
It is clear from our review, and from the work of other researchers cited herein, that
the typical range of nighttime luminance values for traditional (floodlit) billboards is
dramatically lower than that of digitals; in Washoe County, including the cities of
Reno and Sparks, the average luminance of digital signs (both on-‐ and off-‐premise)
measured was more than 22 times greater than those traditional billboards
measured. In Arizona, where 55 traditional billboards were measured, the average
luminance value was 53.3, remarkably close to those in Washoe County. Although
no measurements were taken of digital signs in Arizona, we would expect the
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multiplier to be similar to that in Nevada. And yet, we are aware of no complaints
about the luminance levels of traditional billboards, either, on the one hand, that
they are too bright; and on the other that they are too dim to be read. For this, and
other reasons described in this report, we see no reason why the luminance of
digital billboards needs to exceed 100 nits in rural areas, and 150 nits in brightly lit
urban areas.
In Part 2 of this report, we have taken these conclusions and recommendations and
written them in the language of a potential ordinance for consideration by
government staff preparing sign codes or regulations.
Below, we have summarized, in bullet form, the crux of these recommendations.
•

Billboard brightness measurements should be made using luminance, not
illuminance meters. Luminance meters used should have a viewfinder and an
acceptance angle of one degree (1°) or less.

•

Any meter to be used for brightness measurement should be tested and
calibrated by an independent testing organization, and such calibration
should be current when the meter is used.

•

The measurement method can and should be applied to any outdoor signage,
whether a billboard or on-‐premise sign, and whether digital or traditional.

•

Measurements for daytime luminance should be made between two hours
after morning civil twilight and two hours before evening civil twilight*.

•

Measurements for nighttime luminance should be made after the end of
evening civil twilight and before the beginning of morning civil twilight*.

Civil Twilight is defined to begin in the morning, and end in the evening when the
center of the Sun is geometrically 6 degrees below the horizon. This is the limit at
which twilight illumination is sufficient, under good weather conditions, for
terrestrial objects to be clearly distinguished; at the beginning of morning civil
twilight, or end of evening civil twilight, the horizon is clearly defined and the
brightest stars are visible under good atmospheric conditions in the absence of
moonlight or other illumination. In the morning before the beginning of civil twilight
and in the evening after the end of civil twilight, artificial illumination is normally
required to carry on ordinary outdoor activities10. Civil twilight is the definition of
twilight most widely used by the general public11.
*
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•

Measurement of each sign should be made from a location that is as close to
the sign as reasonably possible, although this is not mandatory.

•

Measurement should be made with the meter’s sensor filled with a section of
the billboard displaying all white light.

•

Any temporary failure or malfunction of any component of the display
system that results in display segments that appear excessively bright or
appear to flash or scintillate should result in an immediate conversion of the
display to an “off” or all dark configuration, until such time as the
malfunction is corrected.

•

Daytime luminance values should not exceed 3,000 cd/m2.

•

Nighttime luminance values should not exceed 100 cd/m2 in rural areas or
150 cd/m2 in brightly lit urban areas.

•

The sign’s light sensitive control system should be able to account for
reductions in daytime sky luminance caused by clouds or storms, and should
automatically reduce sign luminance proportionally.
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PART 2
Proposed Language for Billboard Brightness Standards
Based on considerable research, field measurements, and human factors studies
spanning decades, the following language is proposed for a typical ordinance to
address “brightness” limits for digital billboards and on-‐premise signs.
Billboard Regulations
Purpose.
•

Impose reasonable standards on the number, size, height, luminance and
location of billboards and facilitate the removal of nonconforming signs in
order to:
o Prevent and relieve needless distraction, glare and clutter resulting
from excessive, unnecessarily bright and confusing sign displays.
o Eliminate hazards to pedestrians, cyclists and motorists brought
about by distracting and excessively bright signs.

Purpose (Special Use Permit).
•

The types of signs for which a special use permit is required have a potential
substantially greater than other types of signs for creating needless
distraction, glare and clutter, confusion and hazards, and for impairing and
destroying property values and the appearance and aesthetic qualities of the
area, and for adversely affecting the environment.

Definitions.
•

Bright, brightness. “Brightness” means the subjective attribute of visual
perception in which a source appears to be emitting or reflecting light. It is
the perception elicited by the luminance of a visual target. For purposes of
this Section, brightness means luminance.

•

Candela Per Meter Square (cd/m2). “Candela Per Meter Square (cd/m2)” is
the standard used for measurement of luminance of a source or target. It is
the equivalent of “nit.”

•

Civil Twilight. “Civil Twilight” means that time that begins in the morning,
and ends in the evening, when the center of the Sun is geometrically 6
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degrees below the horizon. This is the limit at which twilight illumination is
sufficient, under good weather conditions, for terrestrial objects to be clearly
distinguished; at the beginning of morning civil twilight, or end of evening
civil twilight, the horizon is clearly defined and the brightest stars are visible
under good atmospheric conditions in the absence of moonlight or other
illumination. In the morning before the beginning of civil twilight and in the
evening after the end of civil twilight, artificial illumination is normally
required to carry on ordinary outdoor activities.
•

Disability Glare. “Disability Glare” means the temporarily impaired vision of
objects in the visual scene, with or without associated discomfort, caused by
intense light sources in the field of view.

•

Discomfort Glare. “Discomfort Glare” means the sensation of annoyance or
pain induced by overly bright light sources in the field of view.

•

Glare. “Glare” means a visual condition in which there is excessive contrast or
an inappropriate distribution of light sources that disturbs the observer or
limits the ability to distinguish details and objects. Glare can be generally
described as either Discomfort Glare or Disability Glare. Glare reduces
visibility due to: (a) reduction in brightness of the scene due to constriction
of the pupils in response to the glare source; (b) reduction in contrast of the
scene due to the scattering of light from the glare source within the eye; (c)
reduction in contrast of the scene due to the scattering of light in particles in
the air during precipitation; (d) reduction in contrast of the scene by veiling
luminance from the glare source shining onto the windshield.

•

Internal Illumination. “Internal illumination” means illumination produced
by a light source contained within a sign and which may or may not be
directly visible from outside.

•

Luminance. “Luminance” means a photometric measure of the luminous
intensity per unit area of light travelling in a given direction. It describes the
amount of light that passes through or is emitted from a particular source,
and falls within a given solid angle. The unit of measurement of luminance is
“candela per meter square (cd/m2)” or “nit.”

•

Nit, nits. “Nit” or “nits” means candela per meter square (cd/m2). The two
terms are equivalent.

•

Nit Gun. “Nit Gun” means an instrument that measures light intensity in
terms of luminance. A Nit Gun is equivalent to a Photometer.

•

Photometer. “Photometer” means an instrument that measures light
intensity in terms of luminance. A Photometer is equivalent to a Nit Gun.
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Nighttime Luminance Limits for Signs
•

Applicability. This Section applies to all signs, including On-‐Premise, Off-‐
Premise, Electrically animated and flashing signs and electronic variable
message signs.

•

Maximum Luminance – Urban Areas. No sign covered by this Section shall
present a display or any part of a display that exceeds 150 nits between the
end of civil twilight in the evening and the beginning of civil twilight in the
morning.

•

Maximum Luminance – Suburban and Rural Areas. No sign covered by this
Section shall present a display or any part of a display that exceeds 100 nits
between the end of civil twilight in the evening and the beginning of civil
twilight in the morning.

•

Measurement and Recording of Maximum Luminance.
o Luminance shall be measured using a calibrated, certified photometer.
o Luminance measurements shall be taken during the hours between
the end of evening civil twilight and the beginning of morning civil
twilight.
o Luminance measurements shall be taken from a position as close to
the sign being measured as reasonably possible.
o The photometer shall be positioned for measurements such that the
sign being measured fills the central circle of the viewfinder (the
“measurement area”). If the sign being measured contains multiple
colors, the photometer shall be positioned such that an area of the
sign displaying all white fills the measurement area. If the area being
measured does not fill the measurement area, it will be necessary to
move the photometer closer to the sign until this takes place.
o At least five (5) measurements shall be made for each sign or sign
areas, and the readings recorded.
o The recorded measurements, including the date and time made and
the permit number for the sign(s) in question shall be provided to
(TBD) within thirty (30) days.

Daytime Luminance Limits for Signs.
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•

Applicability. This Section applies to all signs, including On-‐Premise, Off-‐
Premise, Electrically animated and flashing signs and electronic variable
message signs.

•

Maximum Luminance. No sign covered by this Section shall present a display
or any part of a display that exceeds 3000 nits between the end of civil
twilight in the morning and the beginning of civil twilight in the evening.

•

Measurement and Recording of Maximum Luminance.
o Luminance shall be measured using a calibrated, certified photometer.
o Luminance measurements shall be taken during the hours beginning
two hours after the end of morning civil twilight and two hours prior
to the beginning of evening civil twilight.
o Luminance measurements shall be taken from a position as close to
the sign being measured as reasonably possible.
o The photometer shall be located for measurements such that the sign
being measured fills the central circle of the viewfinder (the
“measurement area”). If the sign being measured contains multiple
colors, the photometer shall be positioned such that an area of the
sign displaying all white fills the measurement area. If the area being
measured does not fill the measurement area, it will be necessary to
move the photometer closer to the sign until this takes place.
o At least five (5) measurements shall be made for each sign or sign
areas, and the readings recorded.
o The recorded measurements, including the date and time made and
the permit number for the sign(s) in question shall be provided to
(TBD) within thirty (30) days.

Dimming Capability for Signs.
•

Applicability. All signs that have the capability for automatic or remote
luminance adjustment shall be equipped with technology that automatically
adjusts the sign’s luminance in direct correlation with ambient light
conditions. In no case shall such capability permit the sign to operate at
luminance levels greater than those set forth herein.

Component or System Failure.
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•

Applicability. In the event that any component of the sign, including, but not
limited to, its display, control, communication, design, or other operational
component causes any portion of the display to fail or malfunction, the sign
owner or operator shall take immediate action to turn the display off, or
reduce the entire display to its minimum possible luminance level. The
display shall remain in this condition until the problem has been resolved.
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Appendix 1: Field Measurements of Luminance Values of Existing Outdoor Signs (Digital and
Traditional; On-‐ and Off-‐Premise)
Part 1. Measured Luminance Values of Traditional Billboards in Washoe County, Nevada
Sign
#

Location

Jurisdiction

On-‐ or off-‐ Sign Message
premise
(Where applicable)

1

California @
S. Virginia

Reno

Off

3
4
5

S. Virginia
S. Virginia
S. Virginia @
E. Taylor
S. Virginia @
E. Taylor
S. Virginia @ Martin
S. Virginia @ Martin

Reno
Reno
Reno

Off
Off
On

Reno

Off

Reno
Reno

Off
Off

W4 nr Del Curto Drive
W4 between
Mayberry/Woodland
W4 @ Mayberry
W4 @ Del Curto
E4 @ I-‐395

Reno
Reno

Off
Off

Reno
Reno
Reno

Off
Off
Off

6
7
8
12
13
14
15
16

“Too many
pedestrians
Die on our Roads”
“Yummm and get it”
“The New 106.9”
On-‐premise: USA
Sports Lounge
“The New Ten
Country”
“Hello Night Life”
“Confidential
Support”
“Rustic Furniture”
“Joey Gilbert Law”
“Tory D. Allen Law”
“Jet Plumbing”
“Moving Nevada
Forward”

# of
Meter
Readings
5

Average
of
Readings
8.84

Range of
Readings

3
4
3

49.3
21.7
197.7

7.6-‐71.3
6.9-‐35.07
110.6-‐291.6

3

76.2

36.0-‐138.9

4
3

63.4
27.1

2.2-‐126.5
15.8-‐48.2

2
6

33.5
174.2

28.2-‐38.9
19.5-‐427.5

3
4
4

5.7
81.0
96.3

3.6-‐8.0
40-‐118
62.2-‐124.5

3.3-‐17.4

19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30a
31
32a
33a
34a
34b
36
37

E2 @ I-‐395
I-‐395 @ Clear Acre
I-‐395 @ Clear Acre
I-‐395 @ Clear Acre
I-‐80 nr Exit 2, Verde

Reno
Reno
Reno
Reno
Unincorporated
Washoe County
I-‐80 nr Exit 2, Verde
Unincorporated
Washoe County
Mae Ann Ave betw Leroy Unincorporated
and Coventry
Washoe County
Sun Valley Blvd. just
Unincorporated
north of Skaggs
Washoe County
Sun Valley Blvd @ 4th Av. Unincorporated
Washoe County
Sun Valley Blvd. @ 5th Av. Unincorporated
Washoe County
st
Sun Valley Blvd. @ 1 Ave Unincorporated
Washoe County

Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

Pyramid Way @
Greenbrae Dr.
Pyramid Way @
Greenbrae Dr.
Pyramid Way @ 1st St.
Pyramid Way @ 1st St.

Sparks

On

Sparks

On

Sparks
Sparks

On
On

I-‐80 East and Nugget Ave,
at Exit 19
Nugget Ave (service rd) ,
I-‐80E past Exit 19

Sparks

Off

Sparks

Off

Off
Off
Off
On
On
Off

“Galloway Jensen”
“Free Play Fridays”
“Car Insurance”
“Car Insurance
“Pancakes, eggs, and
bacon”
“Boomtown Casino
and Hotel”
“Italian is Grand”

4
3
4
3
3

7.4
26.2
34.1
54.6
13.1

2.9-‐11.5
14.5-‐43.4
10.2-‐78.7
25-‐96
3-‐22

4

29.4

2.3-‐21.3

5

38.1

2.1-‐113.5

“Elect Don Gustavson
State Senate”
“Scolari’s”

3

3.5

2.2-‐5.9

3

164.6

120-‐205

“Sun Valley Shopping
Center”
“Bonanza Casino –
Congratulations
Helena”
Shopping Center, incl
“Greenbrae Fitness”
“Smoke Shop”

3

88.1

5.3-‐145

4

11.2

4.7-‐22.9

2

481.5

440-‐523

1

108

N/A

Sparks Florist (neon)
Sparks Florist -‐
internally illuminated
“Peppermill Sports
Book App”
Coors Beer

1
1

521
88

N/A
N/A

3

14.4

5.9-‐24.9

5

18.2

5-‐26

32

38a

Sparks

Off

39

I-‐80E past Exit 19 on
service road
I-‐80E @ Exit 20

Sparks

Off

42

I-‐395 @ Neil Rd.

Reno

On

44

I-‐395 @ Neil Rd.

Reno

On

“Petro Shopping
Centers”
“What’s Your
Number?”
Pinocchio’s Bar &
Grill
Pinocchio’s Bar &
Grill

3

11.7

6.2-‐20.8

3

91.9

61.1-‐116.7

1

240

N/A

3

1527

1391-‐1776

Notes:
1. All measurements are in cd/m2 using a Minolta LS-‐100 (1°) calibrated photometer. Multiple readings represent
readings of different sections of each display.
2. Signs 1-‐23 were measured on 9/22/14; signs 24-‐44 were measured on the night of 10/18/14 and the morning of
(10/19/14.
3. Where a numbered entry contains both an “a” and a “b” designation, this is because the sign contains both traditional
and digital components, and the two lighting systems are measured separately.
4. Entry #34 also includes a “c” designation; in this case, (a) represents a neon component; (b) represents an internally
illuminated (but traditional) component; and (c) represents a digital component.
5. Entry #42 and #44 depict the same static, internally illuminated sign, the first at night and the second during the day.
Although the daytime luminance values are more than six times as high as those at night, most likely due to luminance
values of the cloudless sky, the sign appears less bright to the camera (and to the human eye) because it is in shade.
This demonstrates that luminance levels that may be acceptable in daytime may be excessive at night.
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Part 2. Measured Luminance Values of Digital Signs (on-‐ and off-‐premise) in Washoe County, Nevada
Sign
#

Location

Jurisdiction

On-‐ or off-‐
premise

2

Reno

On

Reno

On

Reno

17

S. Virginia @
California
S. Virginia @
Brinkby
S. Virginia @
Moana
S. Virginia @ W.
Peckham
I-‐395 @ 580

18
20
28

9
10
11

30b
32b
33b
34c
35

Sign name or
message
(Where
applicable)
Wild Orchid

# of meter
readings

Average of
readings

Range of
readings

4

3,850

2024-‐5390

10

1,601

289-‐2611

On

Peppermill
Casino
Lucky Beaver

3

521.6

264-‐782

Reno

On

Atlantis Casino

3

316.7

107-‐640

Reno

On

4

375.3

114-‐574

I-‐395 @ 580

Reno

On

4

410.5

277-‐593

I-‐395 @ E2 St.
Sun Valley Blvd @
2nd Avenue
Sun Valley Blvd. @
5th Avenue
Pyramid Way @
Greenbrae Dr.
Pyramid Way @
Greenbrae Dr.
Pyramid Way @
1st St.
I-‐80 East just E of
Pyramid Way

Reno
Unincorporated
Washoe County
Unincorporated
Washoe County
Sparks

Off
On

GSR Grand –
monument sign
GSR Grand – wall
mount
At Wal-‐Mart
Hobey’s Casino

6
5

1,961.9
1,364

577.6-‐3142*
990-‐1810

1

364

N/A

On

“Discounted E
Cigarettes”
“Welcome All”

1

1852

N/A

Sparks

On

“Smoke Shop”

1

386

N/A

Sparks

On

1

74

N/A

Sparks

Off

Sparks Florist
(digital)
“Elect Kuzanek”

5

421

44-‐917

On

34

38b
40
41
43

I-‐80E past Exit 19
on service road
I-‐395 @ Exit 67
I-‐395 @ Neil Rd.
I-‐395 @ Neil Rd.

Sparks

Off

Coors Beer

2

286.5

204-‐369

Reno
Reno
Reno

On
On
On

GSR Casino
Pinocchio’s
Pinocchio’s

6
5
4

3355.7
2516.2
4442.3

2215-‐4440
2086-‐3076
4072-‐4885

Notes:
1. All measurements are in cd/m2 using a Minolta LS-‐100 (1°) calibrated photometer. Multiple readings represent
readings of different displays as they were presented on the signs.
2. Signs 2-‐20 were measured on 9/22/14; signs 28-‐43 were measured on the night of 10/18/14 and the morning of
10/19/14.
3. Where a numbered entry contains both an “a” and a “b” designation, this is because the sign contains both traditional
and digital components, and the two lighting systems are measured separately.
4. Entry #34 also includes a “c” designation; in this case, (a) represents a neon component; (b) represents an internally
illuminated (traditional) component; and (c) represents a digital component.
5. Entry #17 and entry #40 depict the same sign, measured on two different dates. The dramatic differences in luminance
may represent the difference in messages displayed (with attendant differences in colors and luminance), and/or
changes in the sign’s luminance settings.
6. Entry #41 and #43 depict the same digital sign, the first at night and the second during the day. Although the daytime
luminance values are nearly twice as high as those at night, the sign appears less bright to the camera (and to the
human eye) because of the high luminance levels of the white building and the cloudless sky.
*Messages on this sign were often too bright to be readable. RENO/SPARKS/WASHOE COUNTY BILLBOARD/ON-‐PREMISE
SIGN DATA SHEET
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Appendix 2: Field Data for All Signs Measured
Part 1. September 22, 2014

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5

Relevant Sign Data and Info
1/001061
On California @ S. Virginia
City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐220
W1190-‐48-‐659
BB
Std
1 uplight
Urban, but not brightly lit
7.8
7.2
8.5
3.3
13.4

Notes and Miscellan
Clear Channel
“Too many pedestri
roads”

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
2
Corner California @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
“Wild Orchid”

City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐216
W119-‐48-‐625
On premise
Digital
LED
Building with other digital signs
4094
3892
2024
5390

37

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
3/ 009491
On S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“Yummm and get it” – Red Robin

City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐003
W119-‐48-‐518
BB
Std
1 uplight
Urban; some on-‐premise lighting
7.6
71.3
69.2

38

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
4/003321
On S. Virginia
City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐003
W119-‐48-‐518
BB
Std
1 uplight
Urban -‐ 1 story bldgs
6.9
35.07
32.5
12.3

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“The New 106.9 More FM”
Across street from #3

39

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
5/NA
E. Taylor @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Bar – USA Sports Lounge

City of Reno
On premise
Std – internally illuminated
Internal
Urban, billboards in bkgd
291.6
110.6
190/9

40

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
6/008071
E. Taylor @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“The New Country” (mostly
white)

City of Reno
N39-‐30-‐974
W119-‐48-‐492
BB
Std
1 uplight
53.7
36.0
139.9

41

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
7/011495
On California @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“Hello Nightlife” (half black, half
white)

City of Reno
N39-‐30-‐933
W190-‐48-‐470
BB
Std
2 uplights
Urban, nearby buildings
83.9
126.5
2.2
41.1

42

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
8 /002141
Martin St. @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“Confidential Support”

City of Reno
N39-‐30-‐910
W119-‐48-‐471
BB
Std
1 uplight
Building with other digital signs
15.8
48.2
17.2

43

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5
Reading 6
Reading 7
Reading 8

Relevant Sign Data and Info
9/NA
Brinkly @ S. Virginia
City of Reno
N39-‐29-‐822
W119-‐47-‐944
On premise
Digital + video

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Peppermill Casino

Note: Several failed LED
segments, brighter than rest of
display, and appear to scintillate.

LED
1631
989
1154
1339
734
289
2253
2602

44

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
10/NA
Moana St @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
“Lucky Beaver Bar and Burger”

City of Reno
N39-‐29/417
W119-‐47-‐765
On premise
Digital + video
Internal and LED
782
519
264

45

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
11/NA
W. Peckham @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Atlantis Casino

City of Reno
N39-‐29-‐306
W119-‐46-‐676
On premise
Digital + video
LED, some neon
Lighted parking lot
1062
640
209
107

46

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2

Relevant Sign Data and Info
12/027115
W4 near Del Curto Drive

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“Rustic Furniture and Mattresses”

City of Reno
N39-‐30-‐841
W119-‐51-‐224
BB
Std
2 uplights
Dark rural
28.2
38.9

47

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5
Reading 6

Relevant Sign Data and Info
13/?
W4 St betw Mayberry and
Woodland
City of Reno
N39-‐30-‐544
W119-‐453-‐703
BB
Std
2 downlights
Rural -‐ dark
301
201
65
427.5
19.5
30.9

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Unknown
“Accident-‐Inured Search Joey
Albert Law”

No name or number

48

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
14/51008N
On W 4 St @ Mayberry

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Yesco
“Tory D. Allen Law”

City of Reno
N39-‐30-‐536
W119-‐53-‐417
BB
Std
1 uplight
Rural – near houses
3.6
5.6
8.0

49

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
15/ 028042
W. 4 St @ Del Curto

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“Jet Plumbing”

City of Reno
N39-‐30-‐841
W119-‐451-‐224
BB
Std
2 uplights
Dark -‐ rural
118
107
40
59

50

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
16/012392
E. 4 St @ I-‐395

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“Moving Nevada Forward”

City of Reno
N39-‐32-‐043
W119-‐47-‐139
BB
Std
2 uplights
High mast highway lighting
124.5
115
62.2
83.6

Oriented to I-‐395

51

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
17/NA
I395/580 Exit 67

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
GSR Grand Resort and Casino

City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐443
W119-‐46-‐974
On premise
Digital + video
LED
Some parking lot illumination
392
421
574
114

52

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
18/NA
I395/580 Exit 67

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
GSR Grand Sierra Resort

City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐443
W119-‐46-‐974
On premise
Digital + video
LED +internal
Illuminated parking lot, building
434
338
593
277

53

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
19/66139A
Faces I-‐395 @ E 2nd St

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
CBS Outdoor
“Galloway Jensen – Accident”

City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐693
W119-‐46-‐991
BB
Std
4 uplights
2.9
9.1
11.5
6.0

54

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5
Reading 6

Relevant Sign Data and Info
20 /022212
Faces I-‐395 @ E. 2nd Street; on
grounds of Wal-‐Mart
City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐760
W119-‐47-‐000
BB
Digital
LED

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
Varied messages

2876
3142
1066
1472
578
2638

55

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
21/222
I-‐395 at Clear Acre Lane

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Saunders
“Free Play Fridays”

City of Reno
N39-‐33-‐515
W119-‐47-‐503
BB
Std
4 uplights
43.4
14.5
20.7

56

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
22/51016N
I-‐395 @ Clear Acre Lane

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Yesco
“Car insurance”

City of Reno
N39-‐33-‐515
W119-‐47-‐503
BB
Std
2 uplights
Illuminated building and street
78.7
15.8
10.2
31.6

57

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
23/51016S
W. Peckham @ S. Virginia

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Yesco
Auto insurance

City of Reno
N39-‐33-‐515
W119-‐47-‐503
BB
Std
2 uplights
Illuminated building and street
43
25
96

58

Part 2. October 18, 2014

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
24/
Facing I-‐80 East near Exit 2, Verdi,
service road
Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐30-‐102
W119-‐59-‐897
BB
Std
3 uplights
Dark rural
3.0
14.3
22.0

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
“Pancakes, Eggs & Bacon”

59

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
25/
Facing I-‐80 East near Exit 2, Verdi,
service road
Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐30-‐203
W119-‐59-‐922
BB
Std + neon
3 floodlights
Dark rural
2.3
5.2
16.6
21.3

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
“Boomtown Casino and Hotel”

“Rooms available” in neon

60

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5

Relevant Sign Data and Info
26/04169A
Mae Anne Ave between Leroy and
Coventry
Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐30-‐797
W119-‐54-‐050
BB
Std
5 floodlights
Dark rural
58.2
113.5 (white chef’s coat)
11.8
2.1
5.0

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
CBS
“Italian is Grand – GSR Casino”

61

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
27/009911
Sun Valley Blvd. just north of
Skaggs
Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐34-‐432
W119-‐46-‐861
BB
Std
1 uplight
Dark rural, but nearby floodlights
2.2
2.5
5.9

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel
“Elect Don Gustavson State
Senate”

62

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5

Relevant Sign Data and Info
28/NA
Sun Valley Blvd @ 2nd Ave

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Hobey’s Casino

Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐34-‐890
W119-‐46-‐802
On-‐premise
Digital + neon
Digital + neon
1021
990
1646
1353
1810

63

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
29/NA
Sun Valley Blvd @ 4th Avenue

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Scolari’s Food & Drug Company

Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐35-‐406
W119-‐46-‐815
On premise
Standard – Internally illuminated
Internally illuminated
Suburban mixed lighting
120
169
205

64

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
30a, 30b/NA
Sun Valley Blvd @ 5th Avenue

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Sun Valley Shopping Center

Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐35-‐520
W119-‐46-‐818
On premise
Digital and Internally Illuminated
Digital reader + internally
illuminated
Suburban -‐ dark
364 – Digital
114 – Internally illuminated
5.3 – Internally illuminated
145 – Internally illuminated

65

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
31/009921

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
“Bonanza Casino -‐
Congratulations Helena”

Sun Valley Blvd @ 1st Avenue
Unincorporated Washoe County
N39-‐34-‐489
W119-‐46-‐881
BB
Std
Single uplight
Suburban, dark, headlights
4.7
9.0
8.2
22.9

66

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
32a,b/NA

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Shopping Center – Greenbrae
Fitness

Pyramid Way @ Greenbrae Drive
City of Sparks
N39-‐32-‐892
W119-‐45-‐148
On premise
Digital and internally illuminated
Digital reader; 4 separate
internally illuminated signs
Suburban -‐ dark
1852-‐digital
440-‐internally illuminated
523-‐internally illuminated

67

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2

Relevant Sign Data and Info
33 a, b/NA
Pyramid Way and Greenbrae
Drive
City of Sparks
N39-‐32-‐892
W119-‐45-‐148
On premise
Digital and internally illuminated
Digital reader for time and
temperature; internally
illuminated
Suburban -‐ dark
386-‐digital
108-‐internally illuminated

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Smoke shop

68

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
34 a, b, c/NA
Pyramid Way @ 1st Street

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Sparks Florist

Sparks
N39-‐32-‐602
W119-‐45-‐181
On premise
Digital
Neon, Internally Illuminated,
Digital
Suburban – some street lighting
521 – top
88 – middle
74 -‐ bottom

69

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5

Relevant Sign Data and Info
35/026042
Facing I-‐80 East just east of
Pyramid Way
Sparks
N39-‐32-‐047
W119-‐44-‐993
BB
Digital
LED
Dark -‐ freeway
44
118
163
863
917

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Clear Channel

70

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
36/51044W
I-‐80 east and Nugget Avenue at
Exit 19
City of Sparks
N39-‐32-‐044
W119-‐44-‐640
BB
Std
4 uplights
Dark freeway
5.9
12.4
24.9

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Yesco
“Peppermill Sports Book App”

71

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5

Relevant Sign Data and Info
37/
Nugget Avenue (service road); I-‐
80 east past Exit 19
City of Sparks
N39-‐31-‐924
W119-‐44-‐246
BB
Std
3 uplights
Dark -‐ freeway
17
19
24
26
5

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Coors Beer

72

Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5

Relevant Sign Data and Info
38 a, b/66147B
I-‐80 East past Exit 19 on service
road
City of Sparks
N39-‐31-‐775
W119-‐43-‐855
BB
Std-‐ Digital display for gas prices
4 uplights
Freeway – some nearby lighting
6.2-‐Std
8.3-‐Std
20.8-‐Std
204-‐Digital gas prices
369-‐Digital gas prices

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
CBS
“Petro Shopping Centers”
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Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
39/?
I-‐80 east at Exit 20

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Stott
“What’s your number?”

City of Sparks
N39-‐31-‐637
W119-‐42-‐898
BB
Std
2 uplights
Freeway -‐ dark
61.1
116.7
97.8
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Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5
Reading 6

Relevant Sign Data and Info
40/NA
I-‐395 @ Exit 67

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
GSR Casino

City of Reno
N39-‐31-‐417
W119-‐46-‐958
On premise
Digital
LED
Freeway – lighted parking lot
4440
3211
2906
4142
2215
3220

75

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4
Reading 5

Relevant Sign Data and Info
41/NA
I-‐395@Neil Road Exit
City of Reno
N39-‐28-‐25-‐
W119-‐47-‐336
On premise
Digital
LED
Building wall; nearby security
lights
2474
2086
2435
2510
3076

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Pinocchio’s Bar and Grill

Msg change very fast; ~ 3 sec.
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Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1

Relevant Sign Data and Info
42/NA
I-‐395 @ Neil Road Exit

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Pinocchio’s Bar and Grill

City of Reno
N39-‐28-‐250
W119-‐47-‐336
On premise
Standard – internally illuminated
Internal
Building wall – nearby security
lights
240

77

Sign #
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3
Reading 4

Relevant Sign Data and Info
43/NA
I-‐395@Neil Road Exit
City of Reno
N39-‐28-‐25-‐
W119-‐47-‐336
On premise
Digital
LED
White building wall; blue sky
4072
4461
4351
4885

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Pinocchio’s Bar and Grill

Msg change very fast; ~ 3 sec.
DAYLIGHT MEASUREMENT
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Sign # (JW/Official)
Location-‐
Streets
Jurisdiction
Location-‐
GPS
BB or On-‐Premise?
Digital or Std?
Illumination Type and Number
Background
Reading 1
Reading 2
Reading 3

Relevant Sign Data and Info
44/NA
I-‐395 @ Neil Road Exit
City of Reno
N39-‐28-‐250
W119-‐47-‐336
On premise
Standard – internally illuminated
Natural light only
White building wall – blue sky
1391
1776
1414

Notes and Miscellaneous Info
Pinocchio’s Bar and Grill

DAYLIGHT MEASUREMENT

79

